The NSW Self Insurance Corporation, branded as icare Insurance for NSW, was established by the NSW Self Insurance Corporation Act 2004. The main function of icare Insurance for NSW is the administration of the Treasury Managed Fund (TMF), which provides cover for all insurance exposures (other than compulsory third party insurance) faced by general government sector budget dependent agencies and participating non budget dependent public sector agencies.

**Period of coverage**

This will confirm that commencing 1 July 2018, until 30 June 2019, Office of Sport is a member of the TMF which provides insurable risk protection in accordance with the TMF Statement of Cover.

The TMF Agency, and their employees and volunteers, are fully covered for their legal liability to any third party arising out of their operations, worldwide.

**Coverage inclusions**

Cover includes, but is not limited to:

- Worker’s Compensation as per current NSW Legislation.
- Legal Liability inclusive of:
  - Public Liability for an amount of $100,000,000,
  - Professional Indemnity for an amount of $100,000,000,
  - Product Liability for an amount of $100,000,000, and
  - Directors & Officers for an amount of $100,000,000.
- Personal Accident coverage for Voluntary Workers whilst actively engaged in voluntary work for the above-named entity. Coverage is provided in accordance with and equivalent to the benefits payable under the NSW Workers Compensation Legislation, as amended, provided under TMF Miscellaneous cover.
- Personal Accident cover whilst travelling domestically and abroad.
- Property coverage (including plate glass) on a full replacement (new for old) basis, including, consequential loss, worldwide, for loss and/or damage to all real and personal property either owned by, or the responsibility of, the TMF Agency.
- Motor Vehicle cover for loss of and/or property damage caused to or by a motor vehicle while being used for the purpose of or in connection with the TMF Agency’s business.

For full details on TMF indemnity and its protection, agencies should refer to the relevant sections of the TMF Statement of Cover.

**Note:** icare Insurance for NSW hereby agrees that should such coverage be cancelled or withdrawn for any reason, 30 days notice will be provided.

**Tim Plant**

Group Executive, Insurance for NSW